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Several months ago I was on my way to a breakfast meeting. I thought I had left in

plenty of time, but had forgotten that Ken had reminded me the night before that the

Cooper needed gas. (Pretty sure forgetting to remember is an oxymoron.) So I

quickly recalculated my route to include the closest gas station.

I pulled in, planning my arrival at the breakfast down to the minute... and noticed

right away that the pump said, “CREDIT ONLY” in very large letters, and “No Debit”

in very small letters. I quickly put away my debit card, and got out a credit card.

Then I looked at the screen on the pump, and realized I couldn’t read any of the

instructions. The only word I could make out was the word “No” at the bottom of

the screen.

Assuming (and you know what that does!) that the screen was asking me if I wanted

a receipt, I pushed the button above the “No” button, again assuming that was the

YES button. At which point the pump refused to let me proceed. Already feeling

stressed by the prospect of being late (I hate being late!), I became frustrated. “How

on earth is anyone supposed to use this pump if you can’t see the screen?!” As is my

usual pattern, I quickly moved from what’s wrong with this screen, to what’s wrong

with me that I can’t see this screen? 

Fortunately, at that moment I remembered to breathe and became “temporarily

sane” and I realized that someone had to be able to read the screen or the pump

would have been shut down. I asked myself the question, “What do I need to change

in order to see the screen?” Taking another breath, I removed my polarized

sunglasses. And lo and behold, the writing on the screen appeared, almost as if by

magic. I was able to see that the question being asked wasn’t “Do you want a

receipt?” but “Is this a debit card?” to which I had, of course, answered “Yes.” When

I answered, “No,” the pump worked and I was able to get gas and be on my way.

The powerful lessons available from this very brief interaction with the gas pump

were not lost on me. How many times have I made an assumption that led me to

frustration, or even anger? How many times have I answered a question that wasn’t

being asked? How many times have I allowed the lenses I was wearing to distort my

vision?



This experience reminded me of both the importance of dismantling my structures of

knowing - a coaching term meaning simply that I am willing to shine a conscious light

on my most closely held thoughts, beliefs and opinions - and the Law of Mind Action

- thoughts and feelings held in mind produce after their kind. And then of course

there was the Buddha - “Your thoughts create your world” - and Epictetus - “It’s not

what happens to you, but how you react that matters.” 

The wisdom, and the opportunity, is clear: How we see the world - the lenses

through which we see our lives - creates how we experience both the world, and our

lives. So the question shifts from “What’s wrong?” to “What do I need to do to see

this situation clearly?” What belief do I need to question, what relationship to I need

to “see rightly”, what glasses am I wearing? 

These questions remind me of the story of the young woman, new to her

neighborhood, who would stand at her kitchen window watching her neighbor hang

her laundry on the line. She commented to her husband on several occasions that

there must be something wrong with her neighbor’s washing machine, as the clothes

she was hanging up were still dirty. And then she washed her windows... and noticed

how clean her neighbor’s laundry actually was.

Back to the gas pump... when I realized that my polarized glasses were filtering out

the letters on the screen, I actually laughed out loud. What had been hidden was

now clear, simply from changing my lenses... or washing my kitchen window. And

yet before that simple change, that powerful shift of perspective, I was making up all

sorts of stuff! This doesn’t make me a bad person.. :-) Our brains are wired to be

evidence gathering, meaning making, conclusion creating machines. It’s what keeps

us sane.

And, I believe our current evolutionary step is to develop our capacity to recognize

that not everything we see is as it appears, and to become willing to recognize what

it is our brain is making up. This requires us to, as I did at the gas pump, take a deep

breath, and become exquisitely curious.

In her little book Awakening Loving-Kindness, Pema Chodron invites us to “develop

our curiosity, not caring whether the object of our inquisitiveness is bitter or sweet.”

She goes on to explain:  “Inquisitiveness or curiosity involves being gentle, precise,

and open – actually being able to let go and open. Gentleness is a sense of

goodheartedness toward ourselves. Precision is being able to see very clearly, not



being afraid to see what’s really there, just as a scientist is not afraid to look into the

microscope. Openness is being able to let go and to open.”

Willa Cather addresses this in her beautiful definition of a miracle: “Miracles rest not

so much upon healing power coming suddenly near us from afar, but upon our

perceptions being made finer, so that for the moment, our eyes can see and our ears

can hear, what has been there around us... always.”

What questions are we asking and answering? Our ability to experience miracles,

depends on our ability to ask powerful questions. At the pump, I thought I was

answering one question, when in reality, I was answering a question that hadn’t been

asked... and becoming frustrated with the outcome of the answer I had entered. 

What an incredible metaphor for life! When we develop our curiosity, we become

masterful creators of questions that move us forward, that lift the fog of our lives,

that help us see what is true, and what is ours to do.... that let us see the words

miraculously appearing on the screen before us.

So what is showing up in your life? 

What assumptions might you be making? 

What lenses are you seeing life through? 

Do you need to wash your kitchen window, 

or change your glasses? 


